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Figure S1: CtxA interacts with Notch and the endogenous Drosophila cAMP machinery.
A-F) CtxA interacts with Notch mutations. A) A wing from a Notch-/+ (N-/+) heterozygous fly
with thickened veins (enlarged in the second frame from the left in panel C). B) A prdGAL4>CtxA wing with margin notches (arrow) similar to those observed in N-/+ heterozygotes
(e.g., panel A). C) Enlargements of a central wing region (boxed in panel A) showing the width
of the L3 and L5 veins (marked with arrowheads) in wild-type (left panel), modestly thickened
veins in N-/+ heterozygotes (second panel) and in wing-GAL4>CtxA fly (third panel), and yet
broader veins in a Notch heterozygote expressing CtxA (N-/+; wing-GAL4>CtxA) (right panel).
D) A wing from a fly carrying one copy of an activated Notch allele (N*/+). E) Activated N*
almost fully suppresses the wing-GAL4>CtxA phenotype (compare to panel B). F) Ectopic
expression of Delta (Dl) in the L2 vein primordium using the L2-GAL4 driver results in
truncation of the L2 vein (top panel, arrow), an effect that can be nearly reversed by coexpression of CtxA (bottom panel, arrow). G-T) The effects of CtxA are mediated by the
endogenous Drosophila cAMP machinery. Co-expression of CtxA with the Gs subunits
Gs 49B or Gs 60A results in a greatly enhanced CtxA-like phenotype while co-expression
i

i

with RNAi constructs that knock-down levels of Gs 49B (Gs 49B ), Gs 60A (Gs 60A ),
i

i

concertina (cta ), or the adenylate cyclase (AC ) encoded by the rutabaga gene suppress the
effect of CtxA. Panels on the left are controls showing the effect of wild-type or RNAi
expression constructs alone, which either have weak or no obvious effects, while those on the
right show the effects of these various constructs in combination with CtxA. Supplemental
Figure 1, related to Figure 1.
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Figure S2: The effects of CtxA in Drosophila are mediated by Rab11, PKA, and Epac.
A-H) Rab11 over-expression rescues the effects of CtxA in Drosophila wing discs. Rab11was
over-expressed in the wing disc using the wing-GAL4 driver, which is expressed more strongly
in dorsal versus ventral cells. Inserts in each panel are Z-sections (brackets indicate apical
cell surface). Quantification of vesicle number and total Sec15-GFP- fluorescence (= total
vesicle surface area) was measured in comparably located areas on the dorsal surface
2

measuring 42.5 m X 27.5 m = 1174 m = A). A) Expression of the UAS-Sec15-GFP
construct alone reveals many large round vesicles (aver = 443 ± 60 vesicles per unit area = A)
near the cell surface as well as a distribution of smaller vesicle sizes (error = St Dev.). B) Coexpression of Rab11 with Sec15 GFP results in a modest decrease in the number of Sec15
vesicles (aver. = 316 ± 32 vesicles) as in (A) but nearly all are uniformly large resulting in
virtually equal total vesicle surface areas (aver = 53,225 ± 9676 pixels within vesicles delimited
by the Image-J program in a unit area A = P/A) for Sec15-GFP alone compared to Sec15 +
Rab11 (aver = 56432 ± 9092 P/A). This small difference is not statistically significant (p=
0.49). C) Expression of CtxA greatly reduces the number of Sec15-GFP vesicles (aver = 202
± 51; p< 0.0001 compared to Sec15-GFP alone). The remaining vesicles are typically smaller
resulting in a 71% reduction in total vesicle surface area (aver = 15,407 ± 4144 P/A) as
compared to Sec15-GFP expression alone (p < 0.0001). The remaining Sec15-GFP vesicles
are also frequently abnormally shaped and accumulate abnormally in basal locations (insert).
For these quantitative measurements, all compared images were acquired on an SP2 Leica
confocal microscope with the same settings: Objective 40X, optical zoom 6.3X, gain for cannel
PMT1=468 (excitation 488). SP Mirror 1 (left)496, SP Mirror 1 (right) 556. Beam Exp 6. Logical
Size:1024X1024. Scan Speed 400. Frame-Average 1, Line-Average 4. D) Co-expression of
Rab11, CtxA, and Sec15-GFP rescues the effect of CtxA increasing the number of vesicles
(331 ± 77, p< 0.005 compared to Sec15+CtxA) and restoring total vesicle surface area
(53,997± 11,185 P/A, p< 0.0001 compared to Sec15-GFP+CtxA) to nearly exactly that
observed in discs expressing Sec15-GFP alone (compare with A). E,F) Reduction of Delta
expression by CtxA on the dorsal surface of the wing disc (E, bracket) is rescued by coexpression with Rab11 (F, bracket). G,H) Reduction of DECad expression by CtxA (G) is also
rescued by co-expression with Rab11 (H). These high magnification images are centered on
regions from the dorsal surface of the wing disc. I-T) cAMP acts via both the PKA and
Epac/Rap1 effectors in Drosophila. I) CtxA expressing wing. J) Expression of an activated
form of the Epac target and effector Rap1 (Rap1*) generates a wing phenotype similar of that

of CtxA. K) Expression of an activated form of PKA (PKA*) generates a wing phenotype
similar of that of CtxA. L-T) Expression of Rap1* (M,P,S) or PKA* (N,Q,T) results in down
regulation of Rab11 (L-N), Sec15-GFP (O-Q), and Delta (R-T) as observed for CtxA (see Fig.
2J-O). The wingG4 driver was used for all panels. Brackets in S,T denote dorsal surface of
the wing disc where expression of wingG4 is strongest. Supplemental Figure 2, related to
Figure 2.
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Figure S3: Additional effects of CT on the actin cytoskeleton.
Recently confluent monolayers of CACO-2 cells, untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28
hours) were fixed in paraformaldehyde and stained with phalloidin for F-actin expression. A,B)
Apical-most view of actin cap in untreated (A) and CT-treated (B) CACO-2 cells. Treated cells
tend to have larger spaces between neighbors (paired arrowheads). C,D) Junctional (TJ/AJ)
level view of untreated (C) and CT-treated (D) cells as shown in Fig. 4C,D. CT-treated cells
have broader and less regular zones of junctional staining, with regions of high-level actin
accumulation. E,F) Basal region of untreated (E) have a dense network of radial actin stress
fibers that are virtually eliminated in CT-treated cells (F). G-J) In untreated cells (G,I), round
cup-like structures comprised of 8-12 cells can be observed scattered throughout the
monolayer. Cells at the edge of these cups are typically elongated and have an elevated inner
lip labeling intensely for F-actin. These rim cells flatten abruptly into very thin pseudopodiallike processes that meet at the center of the cup (I). In CT-treated monolayers (H,J) these
cup-like structures assume irregular shapes and the actin ring around the inner rim of the cup
is lost. Whether these cup-like structures bear any relationship to crypts or other
morphological specializations of the intact intestine is an interesting question to address in
future experiments. Supplemental Figure 3, related to Figure 3.
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Figure S4: Additional effects of CT on tight junctions.
A-D) CT treatment does not alter the distribution of tubulin. Recently confluent monolayers of
CACO-2 cells, untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28 hours) were fixed in paraformaldehyde
and double stained for -tubulin (green) and ZO-1 (red). A,B) Apical focal plane showing
tubulin stain only. C,D) Z-section double stained for -tubulin (green) and ZO-1 (red).
Brackets indicate apical zone of cells, and arrows in D indicate ectopic basal accumulation of
ZO-1. Tubulin is similarly organized into an apical meshwork of fibers in both untreated and
CT-treated cells. E-H) CT alters ZO-1 staining in fully confluent CACO-2 cells. Fully confluent
monolayers of CACO-2 cells ( 3 weeks), untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28 h) as
indicated, were fixed in paraformaldehyde and double stained for ZO-1 (red) and F-actin
(green). Images represent mini-stack maximal projections spanning the full TJ and extending
into the AJ level. E,G) Untreated cells have well developed junctions. F,H) CT-treated cells
had occasional gaps in apical ZO-1 staining (F, arrows) and higher levels of cytoplasmic
staining with abnormal accumulations (F,H, asterisks), and displayed a mis-alignment of
apical-most and more basal staining contours (F,H, paired arrowheads), which were similar to
albeit less pronounced than defects observed in newly confluent CT-treated cultures (Fig 4).
I-L) CT alters occludin staining. Recently confluent monolayers of CACO-2 cells ( 1 week),
untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28 hours) were fixed in methanol and stained for
occludin (red) and ZO-1 (green) as indicated. Junctional expression of occludin and ZO-1
were coincidental in both untreated (I) and CT-treated (J) cells. In CT-treated cells both of
these TJ proteins followed less regular contours than in untreated cells. In addition,
cytoplasmic accumulations of occludin were observed in CT-treated cells (J,L, asterisks).
Similar cytoplasmic accumulation of ZO-1 was observed in CT-treated cells fixed in
paraformaldehyde (Fig. 4G,H), which apparently is not well preserved during methanol
fixation. K,L) Z-sections of occludin staining. The apical-basal distribution of occludin, which
is strongest at the TJ (K) is not appreciably altered by CT treatment (L). Brackets indicate the
apical TJ level of the cell. M-R) Ctx alters Rab11 and ZO-1 co-localization in T84 cells.
Recently confluent monolayers of T84 cells, untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28 hours),
were fixed in paraformaldehyde and double stained for ZO-1 and Rab11. M,N) Apical TJ level
view of untreated (M) and CT-treated (N) cells. O,P) Mid-level view of untreated cells in which
a subset of large Rab11 positive vesicles co-label with ZO-1 (O, arrows) and CT-treated cells
(P) in which Rab11/ZO-1 co-localization is abolished. Q,R) Z-section of untreated (Q) and CT-

treated cells (R) showing a large basal accumulation of ZO-1 (arrows in R). Supplemental
Figure 4, related to Figure 4.
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Figure S5: Additional effects of CT on localization of Notch components and its
mediation by both the PKA and Epac cAMP effectors. A-F) CT disrupts localization of
Notch components in CACO-2 cups. Recently confluent monolayers of CACO-2 cells,
untreated or treated with CT (3X over 28 h) were fixed in paraformaldehyde and stained for
expression of the Notch pathway components: A,B) Delta-like-4 (DLL4); C,D) Jagged-2 (Jg2);
or E,F) Notch-3 (N3) in cup-like structures such as those shown in Supp. Fig. 4. The rims of
the cups label intensely for DLL4, Jg2, and N3 (A,C,E) and also for F-actin (Supp. Fig 4G). In
CT-treated cultures, strong expression of Notch components (B,D,F) and F-actin (Supp. Fig.
4H) is lost along the rims of the cups, which also loose their symmetric circular shape. G-L)
CT disrupts junctions via both PKA and Epac in CACO-2 cells. G) ZO-1 staining at TJs in
untreated CACO-2 cells outlines cells with regular straight borders between cells.
H) In CT-treated cells (3X over 28 hours) the ZO-1 pattern becomes irregular and corrugated.
The junctional effects of CT are greatly reduced by co-treating cells with the PKA inhibitor H89
(I) or the Epac inhibitor ESI-09 (J). Also, treatment of CACO-2 cells with cAMP analogs that
specifically activate the PKA (6Bnz, K) or Epac (8Cpt, L) effectors cause CT-like defects.
Similar alterations of Ecad staining were also observed in these cells (not shown).
Supplemental Figure 5, related to Figure 5.
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Figure S6: Sec15 staining is reduced in crypts with high CtxB levels.
Double labeling for Sec15 and the CtxB subunit in sections of PBS versus CT-treated ileal
loops. A,C) In PBS treated loops nearly all crypts stain brightly for Sec15 (A, green). There is
only low-level background signal in the CtxB channel (red). B,D) While nearly all villus cells in
CT-treated loops stain strongly for CtxB (not shown), only a subset of crypts, which may be
less accessible to the toxin, accumulate high levels of the label (D, red), and in such crypts,
staining for Sec15 is most strongly reduced (B, green). Supplemental Figure 6, related to
Figure 6.
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Figure S7: Additional effects of CtxA in the Drosophila gut.
A) Lethality caused by adult-specific expression of CtxA in the midgut can be rescued by coexpression with Rab11. Adult-specific NP1-GAL4-driven expression of UAS-transgenes was
induced in flies carrying a ubiquitously expressed temperature sensitive GAL80 transgene
(tub-GAL80ts), which blocks the transactivating activity of GAL4 at permissive temperatures
(<25°C), by raising the temperature to 31°C (non-permissive for GAL80ts) for the indicated
time period. Once flies are shifted to the non-permissive temperature, high-level expression of
NP1-GAL4-dependent UAS-genes is initiated in the midgut. Twenty flies of each genotype
were placed in fresh vials at the start of the experiment, which were all done in triplicate and
averaged (error bars = St. Dev.). Adult-specific expression of CtxA alone leads to rapid
lethality (purple line) that can be reversed by co-expression with Rab11 (red line) (p<0.035 for
the comparison of NP1/+; tubGAL80ts versus NP1>CtxA; tubGAL80ts and p<0.0028 for the
comparison NP1>CtxA; tubGAL80ts versus NP1>CtxA+Rab11; tubGAL80ts). B) CtxA acts via
host cAMP machinery in the Drosophila gut. Weight-loss in flies caused by midgut-specific
expression of CtxA (*** = p<0.0008 for comparison of NP1/+ versus NP1>CtxA) can be
reduced by feeding flies the SK-channel blocker clotrimazole (Clot) (* = p< 0.0245 for
comparison of NP1>Ctx versus NP1>Ctx + Clot), as has been previously observed in the
context of ctxa-dependent infection with V.c. (Blow et al., 2005). Error bars = St. Dev.
Likewise, co-expression of a Gs 60A RNAi CtxA construct reverses weight loss caused by
CtxA (** = p<0.0014 for comparison of NP1>Ctx versus NP1>CtxA+Gs 60A-RNAi).
C-G) CtxA reduces levels of additional Drosophila junctional proteins in the gut. Junctional
expression of a GFP-tagged form of Polycheatoid (Pyd), the Drosophila ortholog of ZO-1, and
alpha-catenin ( -cat). C) Low magnification view of horizontal section of NP1>Pyd-GFP gut
showing expression throughout the midgut: mg = midgut, hg = hindgut. D-G) High
magnification surface view of a posterior region of midgut showing junctional expression of
Pyd-GFP (green) in all mature enterocytes (ent) and -cat (red) in all cells of the midgut
including smaller stem cells (sc) (note that NP1>Pyd does not label stem cells). Overlay of
Pyd-GFP and -cat staining is shown in D,E and the -cat channel alone is shown in F,G.
D,F) Pyd-GFP and -cat staining label the straight borders between wild-type enterocytes.
E,G) CtxA expression in the midgut (NP1> Pyd-GFP+CtxA) results in a discontinuous
(asterisk) and jagged (arrowheads) pattern of Pyd-GFP staining, which is similar to that of ZO1 expression in CT-treated CACO-2 cells (e.g., Fig. 4H,L compared to Fig. 4G,K). CtxA also

nearly eliminates junctional -cat staining in mature enterocytes, although ectopic vesicular
cytoplasmic staining increases. Note that -cat staining in stem cells is much less reduced
than in mature enterocytes consistent with the expression pattern of the NP1-GAL4 driver
being restricted to mature enterocytes (the junctional staining, however, is lost in stem cells,
which is presumably a consequence of the junctional defects in the neighboring enterocytes.)
H-J) Light level micrographs of sections of Drosophila intestine analyzed by EM (in panels K-P
below). Toluidine Blue stained thick sections of Drosophila midgut from NP1/+ (H), NP1>CtxA
(I), or NP1>CtxA+Rab11-WT (J) flies that were processed for ultrastructural analysis (see
below). CtxA causes thinning and flattening (loss of folds) of the intestinal epithelium,
reduction in the height of microvilli, and the accumulation of large vesicular structures, which
form both intracellular vesicles and greatly enlarged extracellular spaces (I). All of these CtxA
phenotypes are significantly rescued by co-expression with Rab11 (J). Bars = thickness of the
intestinal epithelium; brackets = thickness of microvilli (mv); arrows = folds in the intestinal
epithelium; asterisk = large vacuolar structures present in significant numbers only in
NP1>CtxA guts. K-P) Ultrastructural effects of CtxA in the Drosophila gut. K-M: Low
magnification views of the Drosophila gut in NP1/+ (K), NP1>CtxA (L), or NP1>CtxA+Rab11WT (M) flies spanning the apical-basal extent of the intestinal epithelium. Boxed areas =
regions shown at higher magnification in panels N-N’’, O-O”, P-P’’; asterisk = large
vacuolated intercellular space; mv = microvilli; bs = basal membrane; ms = circumferential
muscle fiber; zb = Z-band. N-N’’) High magnification views of the NP1/+ gut shown in panel K.
N) Apical junctions are typically straight or bent with a single angle and closely apposed (i.e.,
with no large gaps between cells). AJ = adherens junction. N’) A mid-level view of closely
aligned plasma membranes from adjacent cells that shows a series of small varicose gaps
(arrows indicate points of membrane separation), which tend to be aligned as in a chain of
small mountain lakes (see low magnification view in panel K). N’’) A basal view of adjacent
intestinal epithelial cells showing the basal opening (bo) between cells at the interface with the
extracellular matrix comprising the basal membrane (bm). O-O’’) High magnification view of
the NP1>CtxA gut shown in panel L. O) Apical junction is convoluted and S-shaped and has a
gap between cells (arrow: also see Fig. 7P) that is not typical of this region of the cell in NP1/+
controls. Note the cell junctions skirt a large vacuolated area (asterisk - see also panel L).
O’) Paired cell membranes run along the edge of a large vacuolated area (see panel L) and
then open into it (arrow). The vacuolated area is continuous with the extracellular space at the
basal surface of the cells (see panels L and O’’). O’’) The basal connection between a

vacuolated varicosity and the basal membrane (arrow indicates final narrow open passage or
basal opening = bo). P-P’’) High magnification view of the NP1>CtxA+Rab11-WT gut shown
in panel M. P) Apical junctions showing closely apposed membranes. P’) A typical example of
small intercellular varicosities, which are also observed, albeit less frequently, in NP1/+ control
guts. Arrows indicate border where paired cell membranes open into varicosity. P’’) The
basal connection between a series of narrow vacuolated extracellular spaces and the basal
membrane (arrow indicates final basal opening = bo). Supplemental Figure 7, related to
Figure 7.

